
MoreİHouzz Australia & New Zealand Editor. I work on beautiful house and garden stories...

Are you thinking of including a marble feature in your home? If so, be prepared to

be inspired. From the popular marbles such as Cararra, Calacatta and Statuario, to

Nero Marquina and other exotic-to-Australia types, and from great slabs of marble

to tiles (and marble-look alternatives), here is a quarry’s worth of images that show

myriad ways this wonderful natural product has been used across the globe. Note:

Where we could confirm the type of marble, we have noted it in the text.

1. Location: Perth, WA

Why we love it: The veining in the marble is sensational, and adds an element of

luxury to the more rustic/ low-maintenance aspects of the kitchen.

Best of the Week: 40 Marble Marvels From
Around the Globe

From floor-to-ceiling marble bathrooms to splashbacks with sensational veins,
here's a gallery of marble marvels
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2. Location: Singapore

Why we love it: Marble-look surfaces feature throughout this property, giving this

apartment a funky retro air – not a look commonly associated with white marble.

It’s one for the books.

Turner Interior Design

https://www.houzz.com/photo/104132096-dianella-residence-contemporary-kitchen-perth
https://www.houzz.com/pro/turnerinteriordesign/turner-interior-design


Starry Homestead Pte Ltd

https://www.houzz.com/photo/111525895-104a-canberra-street-eclectic-dining-room-singapore
https://www.houzz.com/pro/starryhomestead/starry-homestead-pte-ltd


3. Location: Sydney, NSW

Why we love it: Marble is so well employed in this splashback, especially as it acts

as a contrast to the black joinery surrounding it. Again, it is an easy way to add a

layer of sophistication to almost any scheme.

Live by the Sea Photography

https://www.houzz.com/photo/111516216-bronte-house-contemporary-kitchen-sydney
https://www.houzz.com/pro/livebytheseaphotography/live-by-the-sea-photography


4. Location: Austin, USA

Why we love it: Marble, marble, everywhere… This would just be a stunning

bathroom to walk into, let alone to use. The way the timber pops out from the

patterning is something to be admired. A brilliantly executed interior.

5. Location: San Francisco, USA

Why we love it: Using marble with restraint also works well. This marble-tiled floor,

paired with high ceilings, gives this room gravitas.

CG&S Design-Build

https://www.houzz.com/photo/470935-marble-bath-contemporary-bathroom-austin
https://www.houzz.com/pro/cgs-design-build/cgands-design-build


Lizette Marie Interior Design

https://www.houzz.com/photo/339657-willow-glen-residence-contemporary-bathroom-san-francisco
https://www.houzz.com/pro/lizettemarie/lizette-marie-interior-design


6. Location: Melbourne, Victoria

Why we love it: The repetition of white marble-clad volumes emphasises the luxury

of this relatively small kitchen area. A great example of using this material to raise

the stature of a space.

Mim Design

https://www.houzz.com/photo/12926683-chambers-st-scandinavian-kitchen-melbourne
https://www.houzz.com/pro/mimdesign/mim-design


7. Location: Sydney, NSW

Why we love it: Just stand back and take it in. We love the invitation to admire this

stunning space, and the way the marble panels used solely on the outside of the

island bench, tone down the ‘look at me’ aspect just enough.

https://www.houzz.com/photo/11003779-pavilion-house-contemporary-kitchen-sydney


8. Location: Melbourne, Victoria

Why we love it: We can’t say it enough… the veins maketh the marble, especially

so in this Statuario marble benchtop and splashback.

9. Location: Melbourne, Victoria

Why we love it: Because sometimes a light touch is enough too.

The Kitchen Designer

https://www.houzz.com/photo/9742077-middle-park-modern-kitchen-melbourne
https://www.houzz.com/pro/susankitchendesigner/the-kitchen-designer


https://www.houzz.com/photo/11889023-sinclair-residence-contemporary-kitchen-melbourne


10. Location: London, UK

Why we love it: Marble isn’t all light and beauty. Sometimes it adds a darkly

dramatic element just where it’s needed.

Alex Maguire Photography

https://www.houzz.com/photo/18989015-photography-of-kew-kitchen-contemporary-kitchen-london
https://www.houzz.com/pro/alexmaguire/alex-maguire-photography


11. Location: Los Angeles, USA

Why we love it: Case in point.

Black Lacquer Design

https://www.houzz.com/photo/25535278-hollywood-hills-hideaway-contemporary-kitchen-los-angeles
https://www.houzz.com/pro/blacklacquerdesign/black-lacquer-design


12. Location: New York, USA

Why we love it: Because this is a great example of how black marble can elevate a

room from ordinary to extraordinary.

https://www.houzz.com/photo/30814864-contemporary-bathroom-contemporary-bathroom-new-york


13. Location: London, UK

Why we love it: The Statuario marble island bench is the hero of the renovation of

this Grade II (heritage) listed Regency house, the ‘furniture’ element anchoring the

kitchen and providing a proportional contrast to the tall Georgian windows.

14. Location: London, UK

Why we love it: Imagine this bathroom with plain white walls. The inclusion of

marble lifts it into another realm.

Artichoke

https://www.houzz.com/photo/18821296-large-marble-island-in-statuary-marble-contemporary-kitchen-london
https://www.houzz.com/pro/pethers/artichoke


https://www.houzz.com/photo/6691073-richmond-1930s-refurbishment-contemporary-bathroom-london


15. Location: Spain

Why we love it: Marble can break out of the ‘simple and sophisticated’ cliche. Here

it’s paired with lively patterned tiles to beautiful effect

mara pardo estudio

https://www.houzz.com/photo/111330302-paseo-pereda-eclectic-kitchen
https://www.houzz.com/pro/mara2661/mara-pardo-estudio


16. Location: Melbourne, Victoria

Why we love it: The interesting but not overwhelming marble tiles are the ultimate

backdrop for the organic-shaped bath. Shape and material working harmoniously.

17. Location: London, UK

Why we love it: We love how marble isn’t the standout material here, but provides

the link between the dark upper cabinetry and textured cladding on the base

cabinets. A lovely and interesting combination.

Reece Australia

https://www.houzz.com/photo/99717521-room-of-the-week-a-funky-melbourne-bathroom
https://www.houzz.com/pro/reeceaustralia/reece-australia


Blakes London

https://www.houzz.com/photo/12233736-industrial-chic-transitional-kitchen-london
https://www.houzz.com/pro/jamie-blake/blakes-london


18. Location: Italy

Why we love it: The black Marquina marble is an incredibly striking feature in this

kitchen, adding a dynamic element to a very restrained scheme.

19. Location: Leicestershire, UK

Why we love it: Understated marble teamed with dark blue-grey cabinetry. Gold.

Ambience Home Design S.L

https://www.houzz.com/photo/111179544-lago-di-garda-italy-real-pictures-by-ambience-home-design-contemporary-kitchen
https://www.houzz.com/pro/nocona123/ambience-home-design-sl


deVOL Kitchens

https://www.houzz.com/photo/15903613-the-pantry-blue-utility-room-by-devol-rustic
https://www.houzz.com/pro/devolkitchens/devol-kitchens


20. Location: Stockholm, Sweden

Why we love it: These tiles lift the energy of this Swedish powder room no end.

21. Location: London, UK

Why we love it: But there’s no need to stick to slab or large-format tiles. Whether

they’re marble or marble-look, tiles are a beautifully modern way to integrate

marble into an interior.

Max Martin Construction

https://www.houzz.com/photo/111064737-totalrenovering-vasastan-scandinavian-powder-room-stockholm
https://www.houzz.com/pro/maxmartinconstruction/max-martin-construction


22. Location: Moscow, Russia

Why we love it: Who doesn’t love a five-star hotel-style bathroom? Marble is key

when going for that high-brow look.

Orchestrate

https://www.houzz.com/photo/110817648-donne-place-transitional-bathroom-london
https://www.houzz.com/pro/orchestrate/orchestrate


23. Location: Moscow, Russia

Why we love it: And here’s an old-school five-star hotel style bathroom that would

work beautifully in a period property.

Ольга Рудакова

https://www.houzz.com/photo/110604132-prohladnoe-leto-s-kubikami-lyda-2-transitional-bathroom-moscow
https://www.houzz.com/pro/o-rudakova/olyga-rudakova


Flatplan

https://www.houzz.com/photo/110245440-realizovannyy-proekt-erast-fandorin-transitional-powder-room-moscow
https://www.houzz.com/pro/flatplan/flatplan


24. Location: Bristol, UK

Why we love it: The Arabescato Corchia marble benchtop looks sensational with

the Farrow & Ball ‘Hague Blue’ joinery and the Majadas tile splashback from Bert &

May. A great combo.

Sustainable Kitchens

https://www.houzz.com/photo/110197251-dark-blue-geometric-kitchen-transitional-kitchen
https://www.houzz.com/pro/sustainablekitchens/sustainable-kitchens


25. Location: Malmo, Sweden

Why we love it: There are times when a touch is enough; especially when there’s

another fabulous feature in a room, in this case, the parquetry flooring.

Bjurfors Skåne

https://www.houzz.com/photo/110195236-kungsgatan-30-b-scandinavian-dining-room-malmo
https://www.houzz.com/pro/bjurfors-skane/bjurfors-skaane


26. Location: Vancouver, Canada

Why we love it: Because this family has created an enchanted oasis in their

bathroom, using material and veining to the best effect. 10/10.

27. Location: Toronto, Canada

Why we love it: Floral wallpaper and marble is not a pairing you see often. We love

the different approach taken here.

Hungerford Interior Design

https://www.houzz.com/photo/110844159-angus-contemporary-bathroom-vancouver
https://www.houzz.com/pro/hungerfordinteriordesign/hungerford-interior-design


28. Location: Toronto, Canada

Why we love it: This is another great example of wallpaper and marble working

together to benefit each other.

Stephani Buchman Photography

https://www.houzz.com/photo/110464548-ali-budd-interiors-old-forest-hill-transitional-home-bar-toronto
https://www.houzz.com/pro/stephanibuchman/stephani-buchman-photography


29. Location: Toronto, Canada

Why we love it: These tiles show just how adaptable marble can be. They make a

beautiful feature of this wall, without overwhelming the small space.

Sheree Stuart Design

https://www.houzz.com/photo/108997692-crestwood-transitional-powder-room-toronto
https://www.houzz.com/pro/shereestuart/sheree-stuart-design


Croma Design Inc

https://www.houzz.com/photo/110146463-st-georges-residence-contemporary-powder-room-toronto
https://www.houzz.com/pro/cromadesigninc/croma-design-inc


30. Location: Paris, France

Why we love it: Because clouds plus marble lift this room into a higher realm.

31. Location: Toronto, Canada

Why we love it: This is such a modern interpretation of marble as a material, and

one that would work equally well in a contemporary or period property. One for

saving.

https://www.houzz.com/photo/42073794-contemporain-salle-a-manger-contemporary-dining-room-paris


32. Location: New York, USA

Why we love it: Because sometimes it pays to stand out from the crowd. Plus, for

those with a long memory, we did say that green and brown marble would make a

resurgence this year.

Kentwood Floors

https://www.houzz.com.au/ideabooks/85671601/list/trend-alert-green-and-brown-marble-in-kitchens-and-bathrooms
https://www.houzz.com/photo/103018474-kingsway-house-contemporary-kitchen-toronto
https://www.houzz.com/pro/kentwoodfloors/kentwood-floors


Design-Apart

https://www.houzz.com/photo/87958728-casa-flora-contemporary-kitchen-new-york
https://www.houzz.com/pro/designapart/design-apart


33. Location: Spain

Why we love it: Just wow.

Maura Pitton Fotografía

https://www.houzz.com/photo/52283854-interiorismo-contemporary-bedroom
https://www.houzz.com/pro/maurapitton/maura-pitton-fotografia


34. Location: Vancouver, Canada

Why we love it: Another example of marble used generously, and how you need

very few other materials in a room once you have this hero element on board.

35. Location: Paris, France

Why we love it: Used in a feature wall, it allows a space to ‘breathe’ while providing

a beautiful background feature. We love this application.

Marino General Contracting

https://www.houzz.com/photo/100473746-selkirk-splendour-transitional-bathroom-vancouver
https://www.houzz.com/pro/marinogeneralcontractingltd/marino-general-contracting


36. Location: Montpellier, France

Why we love it: Same idea in a slightly subtler way. Marble is just a wonderful

material to add gravitas to a scheme without making a big, bold statement.

Bernard Touillon Photographe

https://www.houzz.com/photo/20995081-paris-16-scandinavian-dining-room-paris
https://www.houzz.com/pro/bernardtouillon/bernard-touillon-photographe


Ml-h design

https://www.houzz.com/photo/19896774-renovation-dune-maison-des-annees-80-contemporary-dining-room-montpellier
https://www.houzz.com/pro/mlpeche/ml-h-design


37. Location: London, UK

Why we love it: Against all the straight lines and symmetry in this bathroom, the

veins in these Carrara marble tiles add an element that loosens up the space just

enough.

Artichoke

https://www.houzz.com/photo/47878086-cararra-marble-bathroom-traditional-bathroom-london
https://www.houzz.com/pro/pethers/artichoke


38. Location: Japan

Why we love it: Polished marble slabs laid floor-to-ceiling are a guaranteed way to

give a room the royal treatment.

39. Location: Madrid, Spain

Why we love it: Marble on marble. Not many have thought of it, but it looks

sensational in this bathroom. We think this pairing could work well in Australian

homes.

株式会社　オオムラ

https://www.houzz.com/photo/82465373
https://www.houzz.com/pro/shoichi-omura/%E6%A0%AA%E5%BC%8F%E4%BC%9A%E7%A4%BE%E3%80%80%E3%82%AA%E3%82%AA%E3%83%A0%E3%83%A9


40. Location: Sydney, NSW

Why we love it: Speaking of Australian homes, you can’t go wrong with one marble

element paired with our national favourite: timber. It adds a luxurious element to a

room without breaking the bank. 

Tell us

Are you a fan of marble? Tell us how you’ve used it at home in the Comments

section below. And if you enjoyed this story, don’t forget to like it, share it, save it

Paula Rosales (estudio more-co)

https://www.houzz.com/photo/84610120-piso-salamanca-contemporary-bathroom-madrid
https://www.houzz.com/pro/moreco/paula-rosales-estudio-more-co


and join the conversation. 

More

Best of the Week: 30

Wonderful Window

Treatments

Alwill Interiors

https://www.houzz.com.au/ideabooks/103689819
https://www.houzz.com/photo/16536829-kensington-contemporary-kitchen-sydney
https://www.houzz.com/pro/alwillau/alwill-interiors

